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Strict Local Martingales: Examples
Xue-Mei Li
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Abstract
We show that a continuous local martingale is a strict local martingale if its supremum
process is not in Lα for a positive number α smaller than 1. Using this we construct a
family of strict local martingales which are not Bessel processes.
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1 Introduction
Gauged by the small moments of the supremum of a local martingale, we determine
whether a stochastic integral is a strict local martingale. We construct a family of
strict local martingales, using neither Bessel processes nor the speed measures of one
dimensional diffusions. This can be considered as an addendum to [ELY99, ELY97], a
work began around the period Marc Yor used to visit Coventry with his football team
and I just completed my thesis and was obsessed with martingales. I have many fond
memories of visiting Marc at Jussieu and in St Cheron, discussing mathematics, life,
and the universe.
The initial motivation for studying local martingales was to check the effectiveness
of the criterion given in [Li94] for strong p-completeness of a stochastic differential
equation (SDE) on a d-dimensional space (assuming suitable regularity, e.g. C2 driving
vector fields). Roughly speaking, an SDE is strongly p-complete if its solution flow
moves a p-dimensional sub-manifold into another one, without breaking it. Strong
p-completeness is weaker than strong completeness by the latter we mean that the
solution is continuous with respect to the initial data and time for all time. If the SDE
and its adjoint SDE (the one with the drift given the negative sign) is also strongly
complete then the solutions flow are diffeomorphisms for almost all ω. Strong (d-1)
completeness is equivalent to strong completeness and strong 1-completeness allows
differentiating the solution flow and their corresponding semi-group with respect to the
initial data. The criterion for the strong p-completeness, provided that the solution to
the SDE from a particular initial value does not explode, is [Li94, Thm. 4.1]:
sup
x∈K
E
(
sup
s≤t
|Dφs|
p+δ
χt<ζ(x)
)
<∞,
where φs(x) is the solution,Dφs its derivative with respect to the initial data (solution
to the linearised SDE), ζ(x) its life time,K any compact subset and δ > 0.
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For an explicit SDE in [Li94], which is strongly (d− 2) complete but not strongly
(d − 1) complete (the only example known to the author), this finally comes down to
for which values of α, E
(
sups≤t |x+Bs|
α
)
is finite where (Bs) is a d-dimensional
Brownian motion. It turns out that for a local martingale which is not martingale (nick-
named strict(ly) local martingales) there is a dichotomy for a function F ∈ W 1,1:
EF (sups≤tMs) < ∞ if and only if
∫∞
ǫ
F ′(y)
y dy < ∞ for some ǫ ≥ 0, see [ELY99,
Prop. 2.3, also pp 332], the article took a long while to complete (our second study was
completed first), but it does include a generalisation of this integrability criterion to a
class of semi-martingales, [ELY99, Prop. 3.5], proved by a perturbative method.
The popularity of strict local martingales is largely due to Freddy Delbaen and
Walter Schachermayer’s paper [DS95] on incomplete markets, and due to Alexander
Cox and David Hobson [CH05], Robert Jarrow, Philip Protter and K. Shimbo [JPS10]
for the use of strict local martingales in bubble modelling. See also M. Loewenstain
and G. Willard [LW00] and Philip Protter’s excellent survey [Pro13]. The incomplete
market problem concerns equivalent martingale measures and free lunch may follow
from a strict local martingale measure. A classification in terms of the bubble time
of a bubble asset is given by Robert Jarrow, Philip Protter and K. Shimbo [JPS10].
A type three financial bubble models a non-zero asset price with bounded life time
bursting at on or before the bubble time and is a strict local martingale. The two are
linked as following: birth of bubbles are impossible in complete market, and possible
in incomplete markets, see Philip Protter [Pro15, section3].
Given a functionm(t) of finite variation there exists a strict local martingale (Mt)
with EMt = m(t) which is a time changed 3-dimensional Bessel processes with time
change r−1(m(t)) where r(t) is the mean process of the Bessel process, see [ELY99,
Corollary 3.9] where constructions are also given using the speed measure. However if
the negative part or the positive part of (Mt) behaves well, then E(Mt) cannot vanish
for all t, see [ELY99, Lemma 2.1], the case of a positive local martingale is classic. A
positive strict local martingale has even nicer properties, Soumik Pal and Philip Protter
[PP10], following [DS95], showed that they can be obtained as the reciprocal of a
martingale under an h-transform. The fact that (Mt) whereM0 = 0 is strictly local if,
and only if, EMt vanishes has implications in probabilistic representations of solutions
of PDE’s and useful for the identification of the domain of the generator of a Markov
process.
Beautiful and complete answers are given to the question whether the solution to
a one dimensional SDE without drift is a local martingale, which we discuss below.
Let (Mt) be a solution to the equation Mt = x +
∫ t
0
a(Ms)dWs (where a
2 > 0,
a−2 ∈ L1loc and (Wt) a one dimensional Brownian motion), then it is a strict local
martingale if and only if
∫∞
ǫ
x
a2(x)dx =∞ for some ǫ > 0. This clean solution is given
in the articles by Freddy Delbaen and H. Sgirakawa [DS02, Thm1.6], and Shinichi
Kotani [Kot06, Thm 1], see also Hardy Hulley and Eckhard Platen [HP11, Thm1.2]
for a description by the first passage times of (Mt). Also, in [MU12], Alexsander
Mijatovic´ and Mikhail Urusov solved the problem whether the exponential martingale
of a stochastic integral is a strict local martingale. These approaches explore the fact
that the non-explosion problem for one dimensional elliptic SDE is determined by the
Feller test and is equivalent to that the exponential local martingale in the Girsanov
transform removing the drift is a martingale.
Despite of the success in classifying one dimensional diffusions which are also
local martingales, there is wanting in concrete examples of strict local martingales,
especially in variety. The strict local martingales we will construct later are based on
